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Foreword
T is REPORT PRESENTS, in tabular form, the results of
the calculation of supersonic flow fields about right circular cones at small
angles of attack. The calculations were performed using the theory of Stone
(Jour. Math. and Phys., vol. 27, 1948) which yields results in a wind-fixed
coordinate system. However, all results presented herein have been trans-
formed into a body-fixed coordinate system. This makes the results com-
patible with those presented in NASA 8P-3004 for zero angle of attack.
Furthermore, these data along with those in 8P-3004 yield all the informa-
tion necessary to start a method-of-characteristics solution about a sharp-
pointed body of revolution at a small angle of attack.
Results are presented for cone angles from 2.5 ° to 30 ° in regular incre-
ments of 2.5 °. For each of these 12 cone angles, a series of 16 problems was
computed at free-stream Mach numbers from 1.5 to 20.0. The free-stream
Mach number was not increased in even increments, but the same values were
used for each cone angle. In this volume, there is a small-angle-of-attack
solution for each zero-angle-of-attack solution presented in 8P-3004. All
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Introduction
THE SOLUTION of supersonic flow
fields by the method of characteristics requires
that starting conditions be known. Ferri, in
reference 1, developed a method-of-character-
istics solution for axially symmetric bodies of
revolution at small angles of attack. With
computing machinery that is now available,
this has become a feasible method for computing
the aerodynamic characteristics of bodies near
zero angle of attack. For sharp-nosed bodies
of revolution, the required starting line may be
obtained by computing the flow field about a
cone at a small angle of attack.
This calculation is readily performed using
Stone's theory in reference 2. Some solutions
of this theory are available in reference 3.
However, the manner in which these results are
presented, namely in a wind-fixed coordinate
system, makes their use somewhat cumber-
some. Additionally, as pointed out in reference
4, the flow component perpendicular to the
meridian planes was computed incorrectly.
The results contained herein have been com-
puted in the same basic manner as those of
reference 3 with the correct velocity normal to
the meridian planes. Also, all results have
been transferred into the body-fixed coordinate
system. Therefore, the values tabulated herein
may be used, in conjunction with the respective
zero-angle-of-attack results of reference 5, as
starting conditions for the method-of-charac-
teristics solution of the flow field about axially
symmetric bodies of revolution at small angles
of attack.
As in the zero-angle-of-attack case (ref. 5)
the present results have been computed using
the ideal gas value of 1.4 for the ratio of the
specific heats of air. Solutions are given for
cone angles from 2.5 ° to 30 ° in increments of
2.5 ° . For each cone angle, results were com-
puted for a constant series of free-stream Mach
numbers from 1.5 to 20. In addition, a solu-
tion was computed which yielded the minimum
free-stream Mach number for a completely
supersonic conical flow field. For cone angles
of 27.5 ° and 30 °, this minimum free-stream
Mach number was above 1.5. Consequently,
solutions at this Mach number were not com-





















wind-fixed spherical coordinates A
(fig. 1) B
body-fixed cylindrical coordinates C
(fig. 2) j
nondimensional velocity compo-
nents in polar coordinates (u {dCN)
along 7-axis, v in 0-direction in \ da ].=0
meridian plane, and w normal to (dCM_
meridian plane) \-dZa/.=o
nondimensional velocity compo-
nents in cylindrical coordinates (xcp)_=0
(_ along x-axis, _ along r-axis, a
and _ normal to meridian Y
plane)
nondimensional speed of sound n
critical speed of sound, V_ 1 _b




reference diameter (base diameter
of finite length cone) a_z
length of cone
/ \/ \V V_









coefficient defined in equations (8) 2
and (9)
resultant velocity (dimensional) 1
t r I
limiting velocity due to expansion u2, v_, w_
into a vacumu (dimensional)
coefficient defined by equation (3)
coefficient defined by equation (4)
coefficient defined by equation (5)
constant defined by equation of
state (eq. (7))
initial slope of normal-force-
coefficient curve
initial slope of pitching-moment-
coefficient curve
initial center of pressure position
angle of attack
ratio of specific heats, %/c_; ideal
gas value, 1.4
tilt angle of shock wave due to a
density
flow direction angle, angle between
velocity vector V and x-axis
conical ray angle, measured from
cone axis
Mach angle
ratio of local angle of attack to
cone angle of attack (upwash
factor)




flow quantities for the zero-angle-
of-attack condition
flow quantities related to the





THE BASIC THEORY that is to be
used has become quite well known (refs. 2, 3,
and 6) and will only be summarized here. The
spherical coordinate system, _, 0, ¢, shown in
figure 1 is used for the basic system of equa-
tions. Now u, v, and w are velocity components
in the _, t_, and ¢ directions, respectively, and
P and p are pressure and density, respectively.
It has been shown in reference 2 that these
quantities can be expanded in series that are
independent of F and, if higher order terms in
a are neglected, we have
_t _- Ul _- c_U2 COS
v=v_+oev2 cos ¢
(1)}w= aw2 sinP=P1-t-aP2 cos ¢
P=P1+aP2 cos ¢
Equations
where ul, vl, P1, and p_ are obtained from the
cone solution at zero angle of attack. Ferri,
in reference 7, shows that the pressure and
density are fairly nonlinear with a and therefore
the equations
P = P_ + _P2 cos ¢
and
P:PI"_-aP2 COS _b
apply only at very small values of a. For all
numerical calculations subsequent to the inte-
gration of the basic equations, exact pressure
and density velocity relationships were used.
This procedure was shown in reference 7 to be
good to much larger values of a. The present
problem, then, is to find solutions for u2, v2,
and w2. These coefficients are independent






FIGURE L--Wind-fixed polar coordinates.
3
differential equation is a complete formulation
of the problem. This differential equation is
with dum"_
where
1 (dmum"_A/dvm\ Bj .-acj_  ,2+c=0 (2)
A=cot 0-_-X[mua-_-3Vl cot 0
+(v+l)Xv,(ul+v, cot e)l (3)
B=l--cot28
-]-),[k(_/--1)(ul-]-vl cot 0)--v, cot 2 8] (4)
C-- l+Xvl _/--vxpl sin 0
o
ff P, dO (5)
w --VlpI'y/--VIpl sin 0
and
),=a,___ (6)
In equation (2), the coefficients are functions
of the zero-angle-of-attack flow field solutions
only. In addition, the constant] arises in the
equation of state and is defined by
P2 P2
]=F-_ -p, (7)
In reference 1, Ferri has shown that
aS=AS_+aS2 cos _ (8)
is a satisfactory definition for the entropy in
flows of this type outside the surface shear
layer. However, Ferri shows in reference 7
that the entropy distribution given by equation
(8) cannot exist on the surface of the cone where
AS is constant. In fact, there is a small region
next to the surface, the vortical layer, where it
is not applicable; therefore, the present results
apply at the outer edge of the vortical layer.
As a approaches zero, this layer becomes
infinitely thin and there is no pressure gradient
across this layer; therefore, forces on the cone
may be computed from the flow field defined
by equation (8). Then from equations (7),




Equation (2) must be provided with appropriate
boundary conditions before its solution may be
obtained. When 0=0_,
us a 2
7 -- "y(')' -- l ) (u,+v, cot 0_) (10)
v2 2a 2 cot O(mua--v_ cot 0_)
J-= _'(72--1) (ul+vl cot Ow)2 (11)
and when 0----0_
vm.,:2u,., (12)
Also, equation (5) becomes indeterminate at
the surface of the cone and must be replaced by
C_= csc 2 0, { "_P1
--"_--_ _,O_lJ, (13)
Now, starting with equations (10) and (11),
equation (2) may be numerically integrated
from the shock wave to the cone surface. This
_2 V2
process yields values of _- and ] everywhere
in the flow field. From equation (12) and the
V2
integrated value of ] at the cone surface, the
value ofj can be found. With this information,
the values of u2 and v2 may be found everywhere
in the flow field. The corresponding values of
w2 can now be found from
Cf sin 0 u2 (14)
Wm= I_Xv( sin0
and Sm/R can be computed from equation (9).
One remaining parameter of interest is the
ratio of the shock-wave yaw to cone yaw _/a
which is computed from
__ amf cot 0
a--y(V--1)(u,+v, cot 0) 2 (15)
where all quantities are evaluated at the shock
wave. As in the zero-angle-of-attack case, all
the velocities have been nondimensionalized by
the limiting velocity that the gas can attain if
it is expanded adiabatically into a vacuum.
We now have the complete solution of the
flow field about a circular cone at a small angle
of attack; however, these results are in a wind-
fixed spherical coordinate system. They should
be transformed into a body-fixed cylindrical
coordinate system fdr use as starting conditions
for the method-of-characteristics solutions of
flow fields about general pointed bodies of





FXOURZ 2.--Body-fixed cylindrical coordinates.
velocity components can be transformed into
a body-fixed spherical coordinate system by the
following equations (refs. 8 and 4):
u'2=u2A-vl (16)
, [-a_(ul-4-vl cot O) (17)
w'2-=w2--v_ csc 0 (18)
' ' and ' are the angle-of-attackwhere u2, v2, w2
results in the body-fixed spherical coordinate
system.
For a general body of revolution, the body-
fixed cylindrical coordinate system is generally
used and the results of reference 5 are given in
such a system. Therefore, the present results
will be transformed into this system. In the
cylindrical coordinate system, the velocity
components may be written as
u=ul+a_ cos it
Y=_I+ aY2 cos
W _ OtW2 sln
(19)
in the x, r, and _ directions, respectively, and
all quantities are considered to be nondimen-
sionalized by the limiting velocity. It is easily
shown that equations (19) may be written as
M*=MT, +.M 2 cos ¢t
cos 4'
21_ = aM*_.2 sin 4_
(20)
where 5I* and _1 are the zero-angle-of-attack
results given in reference 5. The nondimen-
sional velocity components in polar coordinates
(u'z, v'_, and w'_) can be transformed into the
nondimensional velocity components in cylin-
drical coordinates by
_ $ !
uz:u2 cos 0--v_ sin O (21)
_ t t
v2=u2 sin O+v2 cos 0
t
'W2 _¢tt) 2
Now the components _ and vz can be used to
obtain the resultant velocities and flow direc-
tion indicated in equations (20). These rela-
tionships are easily shown to be
,/_+1






¥ "¢_1 (_z cos _b,--uzsin ¢_,) (26)
_=
_,/_+1 (27)
which completes the transformation of the
basic component velocities in wind-fixed polar
(22) coordinates to resultant velocities and flow
directions in body-fixed cylindrical coordinates.
(23) These results are primarily intended to pro-
vide starting data for a method-of-character-
istics solution that formulates the equation of
state from speed of sound and entropy rather
than from pressure and density. For this
reason, the values of P_ and & in equations (1)
_nd (7) were not computed numerically. In
reference 3 the slope of the normal-force
(24) coefficient as a approaches zero was computed
from the surface value of Pz. For the present
case, this quantity and the slope of the pitching-







and for the flow which is rotational
__ --aS s




1 (dP) --2_,M*M* cos ¢ S_cos ¢
F,\_/..0 (v+a)-(,--UM *_ R
(31)
When equations (29) and (31) are inserted in equation (28) we get
do_ /,,-o "rM_A ao ao _ L(v+I)-(_-a)M *_
(32)
Performing the integration in the ¢ direction and simplifying we get
(dCN'_ 8 f,/D p, F --23,M'_M* sq
-_-)'..o=_--MLD30 _r L(v+I)_(,_I)M, _ R_jd(x/D) (33)
where the integrand of equation (33) will give the local normal-force-coefficient slope for any
general body of revolution. For the cone, the indicated integration is readily performed and
the result is
d_a/..o TM_ P= L(T+I)-(_-I)M *_ cot O, (34)
whereall quantitiesareevaluatedat thesurfaceof the coneand the referencediameteris the
basediameterand is taken to be 1 caliber. In a similar manner, the slope of the pitching-
moment-coefficient curve is
(dCM_ 2 P_ [" --2_rM*M * $2"] 1
--da-a/,.0 3_M_ P_ L(.r+l)--(.r--1)M*S--RJ D cot 8, sec 28, (35)
if moments are taken about the cone vertex.
Then the center-of-pressure position is
21
(xcp)_-0----_ _ sea s 8_ (36)
These results are identical to those found by
Kopal in reference 3.
From these equations, the effect of the
entropy change due to angle of attack on the
forces and moments acting on the cone can be
seen more clearly than from the equivalent
equations in reference 3. In general, even
though the zero-angle-of-attack flow field is
isentropic, the effects of entropy changes due
to angle of attack are not negligible.
One additional quantity which may be com-
puted from the basic conical flow field calcula-
tions and which is of interest to the aerody-
namicist is the local upwash factor a,/a. If
a is small, this quantity may he computed from
a,_Mw,2 sin
M* (37)
where a, is the total local angle of attack of a
two-dimensional surface in any given meridian
plane.
Discussion of Results
All the results given herein are in a body-
fixed x, r, d_ cylindrical coordinate system that
has its origin at the cone vertex and the x-axis
is the axis of symmetry. The tables for the
individual flow fields are printed at the same
conical-ray angles as the zero-angle-of-attack
tables in reference 5. Tables for the individual
solutions were printed directly from the machine
calculations and were not converted to decimal
forms. For each number, the leading sign is
the algebraic sign of the number. The next
eight digits that represent the size of the quan-
tity are considered to be 0.xxxxxxxx. Coming
last are an algebraic sign and two digits that are
the exponent of 10+xx by which the quantity
must be multiplied to obtain the correct
decimal-point location. Thus a number
that is printed in the machine code as
_-12937642_01 is read as 1.2937642. In each
of the tables, the coefficients * *M_.2, _bs, and M2,
along with the zero-angle-of-attack Mach
angle _t in radians, are given as a function of
the conical-ray angle 8 in radians. The tabula-
tions start at the cone surface and end at the
shock-wave surface. At the end of each table,
the values of the ratio of cone to shock-wave
yaw v/a and the entropy coefficient Ss/R are
listed.
The manner in which these solutions were
obtained yields results that are in error at each
point by a factor of the total integration error
1 dSu_
in ] _ through the entire flow field. This
is caused by )r being evaluated from the inte-
1
grated value of _ vs and the surface boundary
condition on vs. In addition, there can also be
1 du2 u2
errors in the integration of _-_ to obtain _-
Realistic estimates of the sum total of all
numerical inaccuracies can be made from the
surface values of the flow direction coefficients.
In the body-fixed cylindrical coordinate system,
the surface boundary condition is _b2=O. Dur-
ing the coordinate transformation, all results
were transformed by the same equations and
no additional restraints were applied. There-
fore, the total numerical error in any example
is of the same order of magnitude by which the
surface value of _s differs from zero. This
difference is never as great as 10 -6 and in the
majority of the cases is smaller than 10 -8.
In addition to the individual flow field solu-
tions given in tables 8 through 209, surface
values and additionally computed results are
given in summary form in tables 1 through 7.
All summary tables were tabulated or computed
by hand from the machine printed individual
flow field solutions. Table 1 gives complete
summary results for the minimum free-stream
Mach numbersolutionfor eachconeangle.
Valuesof the initial slopeof the normal-force
coefficientwerecomputedfrom equation(34)
andaregivenin table2. Tables3 through6
are merely tabulations of the flow field con-
stants and surface values of the velocity
coefficients. Table 7 gives the surface values
of the upwash factor ads in the 7/2 meridian
plane. Those values were computed from
equation (37) with sin ¢----1. Also, the sum-
mary results are presented in graphical form
in figures 3 through 9. It can be seen in
figure 9 that for the larger cone angles and
higher free-stream Mach numbers that the
surface value of the upwash factor actually
becomes a very strong downwash factor. The
behavior of these upwash factors across the
flow field for all the cone angles at free-stream
Mach numbers of 1.5, 5.0, and 20.0 are shown
in figures 10 through 12. The shock-wave
boundary conditions require that the upwash
factor be close to 1 at the shock wave. This
causes the distribution shapes across the flow
fields to change as the Mach number or cone
angle changes.
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Fr_URE 5.--Ratio of shock-wave yaw to body yaw _/a as a function of free-stream Mach number.
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FIGURE 8.--Cone-surface velocity coefficient in _ direction M*_
:_s DEG.
as a function of free-stream Maeh number.
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FIGURE 9.--Cone-surface upwash values alia in the _I2 meridian plane as a function of free-stream Mach number.
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FIGURE 10.--Upwash factor ada through flow field for all cone angles. M_ = 1.5.
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FIGURE 12.--Upwash factor cq/a through flow field for all cone angles. M_=20.
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82/I_ +16863514-10 _/_ t +74733072-03
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S2/R- +64084767-10 B/a= +92524748-03
31



















































































































































































































































































































































































































82/R = +28692822-09 N/n = +14145849-02
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S2/R = +41637881-08 _/_ = +_1211750-02
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S2/l_ = +27580906-06 N/_= +10713908-01
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82/R= +1476292,2-05 B/_ =+17456840-01
41
TABLE 16.--Conical Flow Field. _=2.5°; M_--4.5
Moo es




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































51_ l+64535610-05 _/_ 1 +26862316-01
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725-715 0 - 64 - 4































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































8_]R" +23665782-04 _/_ m +39082647-01
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Bg/B. +20786675-03 _/e. +72067390-01
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.S_/R - +11676889-02 _/_ - +11500205+00
49
TABLE 20.--Conical Flow Field. 0_----2.5°; M®=8.0
MaD es ev









































































































































































































































































































































































































































85/R= +46723042-02 q/_= +16470033+00
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8_Jl_ +36424603-01 _/_ _ +27088421+00
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S_R = +15100908+00 _/a = +37125200+00
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+14999994+02
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S2/R = +i0938411+01 _/_: +80801301+00
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82/R= +28686833+01 B/_ = +91338010+00
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81_R = +41295306+01 q/_ = +95230836+00
2,80








































































































































































































































































































































































_/I_ m +53041495+01 q/_ = +97828496+00
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81_ll _+63446693+'01 _/s =+99633993+00
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S2/R =+80053528+01 q/_ =+i0189514+01
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S2/R = 11483,733+02 q/a "+10517862+01
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S2/R = 29498053-01 B/_ = +52313389+00
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Moo = +ih999999_01 8s = +39269911+00



































































































































S#R = 39257051-01 N/_ = +53421016+00
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$2_II -- 85392500-01 N/_+58663168+00
297























































































































































































































































































































































































































S2/R - 16339428+00 _/_: +64148305+00
725-715 O - 64 - 20
















































































































































































































































































































































































8#R = 42873282+00 B/_ = +73365606+00
301
TABLE 149.--Conical Flow Field. _s=22.5°; M_,=3.0
I
14oo @s @w
































































































































































































































































Moo = +30000000+01 @s = +39269911+00



































































































































































































































































































































































































Moo = +34999994+01 Os = +39269911+00
l






























































































































S2/R = 13485308+01 _/_ = +85318058+00
305
TABLE 151.--Conical Flow Field. 0s=22.5°; M==4.0
Moo es sw
40000000+01 +39269911+00 +50585840+00


























































































































































































































































































































































































































$2/1:_ : 19326250+01 N/_ = +89157696+00













































































































































































































































































































































































































82/R = 2550378]+01 _/_ = +92100043+00
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_2/R = 31735795+01 _/_ = +94391271+00
511
TABLE 154.--Conical Flow Field. 0_=22.5°; Mo_=6.0
ss _,r





























































































































































































































































Moo = +59999986+01 es = +39'-_69911+00

































































































































































S2/R= 43633486+01 N/G= +97653946+00
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S2/R ='54167738+01 _/_ = +99799439+00
315
725-715 0 - 64 - 21
TABLE 156.--Conical Flow Field. 8_=22.5°; M®=8.0
Moo es _r


















































































































































































































































































































































































































82/R = 63133028+01 _/_ = +10127462+01
3,17
TABLE 157.--Conical Flow Field. 0_=22.5°; ._I¢.=10.0
Moo 8s _w





















































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 158,--Conical Flow Field. 8,=22.5°; M_.=12.0
_o @s

































































































































































































































































































































































































S2/R = 86251689+01 _/_ = +10414146+01
321
TABLE 159.--Conical Flow Field. 8s--22.5°; M_=15.0
e8 ov



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































S2/R = 60209022-01 N/_ = +61769493+00
326
















































































































































































































































































































































































S2/R" 62080445-01 I]/(% ,, +61828732+00
328
TABLE 163.--Conical Flow Field. 0s=25.0°; _I_=1.75
es evI





























































































































































































































































































































































































S2/R - 12605120+00 N/_. +65628791+00
330
"I'*uLE 164.--ConieM Flow Field. 0_=25.0°; M_=2.0



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































S2/R .,, 55236798+00 _/_ " +78559116+00
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S2/R" 10126687+01 N/_" +84628884+00
3_



































































































































































































































































































































































































S2/R= 1564976B+0] _/_= +89091953*00















































































































































































































































































































































































































































S2/R - 21642120+01 B/_ _ +92418800+00
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S2/R = 277_3829+01 q/_ = +94942244+00
342
'I',x_L*,:170.-- Conical Fl(_w Field. 0_=25.0°; M,=5.0
Moo 8s





























































































































































































































































- +_999999_*oi % - +_363323z+oo













































































































































$2/R=33703613+01 N/a = +96889663+00
344































































































































































































































































































































































































































S_/R " 44639590+01 N/_ _ +99633235+00
346
TABLF, 172.--Conical Flow Field. 0s----25.0°; _1==7.0
Moo es %




































































































































































































































































































































































































8_/R i53918950+01 N/_ = +10141692+01
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S2/R " 61560334+01 _/(_ ,,+10263328+01
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82/R " 72834610+01 _/_ - +10412849+01
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S2/It " 86332520+01 TI/C_" +10497229+01
354





















































































































































































































































































































































































































S2/R" 87391643+01 ll/_ " +10568021+01
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S2R = 93972677+01 n/_ - +_o624zz8+o1
358
TARLE 178.--Conical Flow Field. 8s----27.5°; _,/_=1.5751393
Mo O e s Ow

























+,5:.30 :S7_-,72 + 00
+889.40328+00
+89:-312985+00
+ 708 S 5C-,42+00
+ 71 :" = " -' '--'':"+ i_-'O


































+ I :':,S 951 75+01


































































































- S'2 S'59758 + 00
,:,o = .-,= 160 + r_0









































































































+1 -' .... ' '

























S2/R = +IOSJ29058+00 q/a = +70754538+00
3,60
'I'AnI,],: 179.--Conical Flow Field. 0s=27.5°; M_=1.75






































































































































































































































































+ 83'-J'-J3.'S5. + 00
+8521 I°21+00
+84-420985+00
+ 84 <:.% t-':,159+00
+84779!]47+00
+ 84'9 !-I9946 +013
+ 850:.I..'-JS 45 + 00
+851 7 1743+00
+ 85.._!-J2 C-,42+ 00
+ 855.3.3540 + 00
+ 855 S'_,'4 _:_--.'+00
+ :---:5395.3-__ 8 +00
+85S2322.6+00
+ 85':-'-571 .-_5 +00
+86083032+00
+8621 °,'9.._ 1 +00
+86353'3._0+00
+ _,L__._.'3, .,.8 +00
+86'.S1 IS27+00
+86742525+00




















+ 1.34,-:_ 9 E.E,3 + 01
+I .3G41 866+01
+ I.3'.'_:,35119+01





+I _='-'-....." -d,.J.:,¢,L_i__t,+ U I
+1 3531 26.3+01
+1 ._7,573910+01
+I "= ', " -•_',._,::. :, _,U 7 + FI1
._.,_,._,, .:,._,7 + 0 1





























- 707 :-:41 _-"" --

























-6621 '_-.... ' --
-66023 31 7+00



































S2/1R = + 1708604.__;+00 "q/cz = +_-"75700+00,'._._',
362
TABLE 180.--Conical Flow Field. 0s_-27.5°; M==2.0
Moo 8 s 8w
+ 20!.qO!jFjO0 +01 +47996551 +00 +78882.392+00









+ 5.375 ;, 102+00
+543 S $96,2+0C_'
+54o77:-:21 +o0
+ _,_.i= ,:, ,--,
._........ =,_._,:-_1 + 00
+5j:,1 =_-" " ?- .J-J:.L,-.+O0
=" ":-" "' _ .35 + 00+ ._, L,, _ .L, 1








+ ,SIS I 0 !-iI2 + f}0
+621 33307+00
+b." :. I .35,3 7+O0
+ 6.3 !q 9.3528 + 00
































+ 175 r_II]5 I:iS + 01



























+ 1 "' 16064+01.j 0
+15575065+01






















- I 766 ':3533 + 00
- 1912,3 fiT:-:+r_rl
- 2 rl546942 + 0 rl
- 21 .... 5,:,00 +,-,q
-2.3095800+00







-.31 '-J45923 + OFj






















































































+ 8402-3097 + 00
+ :::.39.35547 + 0 A
+ :-33:341.315 + l_IO
+:3.374067.3+00
+:_:.3641709+00










-"-' " : - '- .=,2 +00+ ,', ,- _t ._ I_1 :J ._
+82.316083+00
+821 89526+00

























































































































































































82/R = +29615322+00 _/e - +76152805+00
364
TABLE 181.--Conical Flow Field. 0,=27.5°; i_./,,----2.5








































































































































































































































































































































































82/_= +55893850+00 q/_= +-'_188827+00_
366
TAnL_I 182.--Conical Flow Field. 0_=27.5°; lhr==3.0
Moo 89 8w



















+ 5.3'.'.:,S :3:336+ 00














































+ I 91 .'--:5843+01
+I :-3217093+01





































































4 : -.'4-' ¢ +U9
-21 -o" "_ -







































































































































































































































































82/R=+11674833+01 _/_ = +88479272+00
368
TABLE 183.--Conical Flow Field. e,----27.5°; M'_=3.5
Moo 88 ew


















































































































































































































































































































































































































x:o,_ q.O0 _ +1]0
+45879342+00
+45877586+00
82/R = +17376544+0; B/a =+92351299+00
370
































































































































































































































































































































































































82/R " +23325493+01 _/a= +95215776+00
372
















































































































































































































































































































































































































S2/R= +29188266+01 B/OC " +97371925+00
374
TA]u_: l_6.--Conical Flow Field. 0_-----27.5°; ,_f_=5.0
Moo e s ew













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































+ 3.379.3888 + 00
+ .3.3787601 +00
+.33787264+00
S2/R = +44640163+01 _/_ = +10133392+01
378
TAi3LE lg8.--Conical Flow Field. 0_=27.5°; M_--7.0
Moo es _w
+699o9o75+01 +47996551 +00 +55227301 +00



















+ 51 O072.34 +00






+51 '- 7 .-,-32_.5,.._+00
+52!354-522+00
+521 85.320+00













































































































































































































































































































































































82/tt" +52730121+01 _/a= +10282243+01
3_0





























































































































































































































































































































































































'I'.._J_LJ,: /90.--Conic_tl Flow Field. 0_=27,5°; 31_=10.0
Moo es 8w
+9999992:_+01 +47996551 +00 +54084699+013
e Mw2 ?2 M2 _ l
+ 4799'.$551 +00
+481 274508i30
+ 48258.350 + 013
+ 4 o.L, .:, :..2W 981_ 0






+ 49.3 !-i5547 +00
+ 49.43':E,446 + C'O
+495':57346+00
+49_':,9E:246800



































+ 5 _!'J I '::i34.4 + 00






• 5 " '-"-'R 5" ±,-,+ I -_ .'_-,._-,Z. _, ._ I _'-, r
+ I L:,157272+01
+I $594653+01
+ 17 !]n IG 32 + 01
+ 17383044401
+I 77_2549+01
+ 1 :::!zIF'2996 + 01
+ I>:406656+01
+I .=,'-"15372+NI,'
+ I '-JO 106'2,9+0 1
+ 19295:-':22+01
+ 1 '-i=""="-:.._,L:,._,:. 13 + Iq 1



































"7, " E,':, %" _ I-I'-'
-511 , z ....... a
- 70475452-02
-9051 9802-02














































-1 "-'_'-"=?_ -'z;,,:,..,._, _,+ I_,I
















- ..",,j ,:,':'l"._,9 + L,I
-I 2755375+01





- 1273; 9 S'5.3+ 01
-I 2737280+01
-I 2734526801





























+ 29.3.3 "-',_,"15 + IzIo
+29330046+00
+29326559400





+2929 ....:.'U ,:, ._+ 00
+2929.33;-, 1 +00









+ 2 S'2.3,':,8:35 + 00
+292.3 12£8+00





















































































































































82/_ = +--_=_,_I0151+01 q/_= +10506409+01
384














































































































































































..... _ ._ 7 8 + 0 1
_1 2857394+01
-12855329+01
o .... 184 + 01

















































































8 s = +47_65_i+00
+5253438_+00
+5257,0,°015+00








































































































































+ 281.3988 ',.'+ O0
+2E:135275+00
+28130624+00





s2/R= + 7-_,530s,-._4+01 q/EZ = +10575613+01
386
TAm, E,: 192. Conic_fl Flow Field. 0s=27.5°; ),/_=15.0
Moo es ew







































































































































































































































































































































































































































82/R =+90087374+01 _/u = +10533470+0.l
388




























































































































































































































































































































































































































82/R =+$4868689+01 _/c: = +10679259+01
390
TAI_Lr, 194.--Conical Flow Field. 8s----30.0°; _11_=1.6710795
es ew































































































































































































































































_o = +z671oT99 o, - +92Y)9873+oo
w
e _,2 v2 _ .i
+95992709+00 +13515376+01 -757Z1408+00 -74477033+00 +10922164+01
+965_5365+Q0 +IS4_7488+01 -76339532+00 -73529981+00 +10831196+01
+96930_I0+00 +13453961+0| -76384366+00 -73458|15+00 +_0824321+01
S2/R = +19124499+00 *I/Or" +79257648+00
392






































































































































































































































































































-" I ¢1 ++ 14>':._C4.0 01
































































































































S2/R = +21724420+00 q/a = +79386160+00
394
"['al_I,l,: 196.--Conical Flow Field. 0_=30.0°; 3/'_=2.0
"'P I- I-+, 0. J. J '-J.'-;I] 0 + n I
08












































































.- -,,- _- . _- -
+ 1 !",..! :J0.'4-_,+ U 1
+ 1_,2._1307+01
+ I'.'-,I....=" -
_'d, Ll., z..+ U 1
+tS115775+0t

















































































































































































































































































































82/R =+35228410+00 q/_ = +81762884+00
396

































































































































































































































































fFA HLE ] 97.--Continued

























































































































S2/R = +77297167+00 q/_ = +87471910+00
398
"I':xm,I_: 19g.--Conieal Flow Field. 0.,=30.0 ° ; Jl= =S.O







+ 5270 S 9.S'3+ O0
+ 53057 '99'9+ 00
+5.3407062+00
+5375S124+00


















+59S21 ']':'_ +lnO•.,-.. _






































+1 w,-,_" ,", ---, -, .:,._ IEc, 6 a + U 1
+ 1 _,n-.o.-,,' .-._ _ 18+01
+ 1 7':3 L:',036,2 + 01
+1 S0.33:--:74+01






+ 1 .'_=:311898+0 I-
+1 :-',,341166+01








+ I $5091 89+01














+ 1 _-:6.30361 +01
+I S'$34364+01













































































































7 o .3004 + 01
756,506+01
7782:--;6+01
7i'2, :,z _, ¢+01
760704+01
, ._ 1 ._,._,0 + U I



























































































































































































































































S2/R = +12942112+01 _/_ _ +91968614+00
400
T.¢BLE 199.--Conical Flow Field. 0s=30.0°; ,'_1==3.5





















































































































































































































































































































































































































S2/R = +I:-:660115+01 rl/O_= +952752'93+00
402
"l'A1u,_.: 200.- ('onimd Flow Field. 0_:30.0°; iI[==4.0












+ 54'--') 77844 +00
+55239C-,41 +00
+555014.?8+00

























































































































































































































































































































































































































S2/R = +24426318+01 _/a " +97714609+00
404



































































































































































































































































Moo " +h/_999992+01 8 s = +92399875 +00 ,














" "97 ,", - -+_ .... 9.:. 1AO+O0
+62595426+00



























































- 1 g149L'-,34 +00






- l 9E:1 2599+00
- 19895406+00


















































0 9 ._,9 ._,+ 00+421 '- '=" =
+42101689+00
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TABLE 204.--Conical Flow Field. 0_=30.0°; M_=7.0
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TABLE 208.--Conical Flow Field. 0,-----30.0°; M®=15.0
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TABLE 209.--Conical Flow Field. G=30.0°; ,_1®=20.0
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